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On the First Day of Christmas Latta Panthers Gave to me.. 

 
It's very close to the Christmas season and, as teenagers, we often fail to pause 
for a second and embrace the magnificence of the holiday's essence.

What a truly beautiful time it is at this point in the year. Whether you 
view the holiday from a religious perspective or not, Christmas is a time for peace 
and unity. It's more than just warm, fuzzy holiday socks with cute little reindeer 
on them and hot chocolate paired with marshmallows. I mean, don't get me 
wrong, I absolutely ADORE those things, but it's about who you share those 
things with. Whether it be a boyfriend, girlfriend, sister, brother, best friend, 
whoever it may be, the time spent with that person, or persons, is priceless. You 
can buy objects, but you can't buy time nor can you buy people.
   The people in your life are valuable. Good or bad, they're either a lesson or a 
blessin'. Nothing earthly is forever and that includes people. Life is too short for 
hate. Therefore spread love to everyone you meet. Whether you like them or not, 
everyone is human, and everyone deserves love.

In the spirit of the season, we must also remember to give. Give your 
time, abilities, resources, etc. to those who need them more than you. Call your 
grandma that you never have time to see and spend five minutes of your time 
asking about her day. Donate items to the Salvation Army. Paint a sign to help 
a school club. Christmas comes only once a year and you only have one life to 
live, so use your life to do something meaningful.
 If we're being truthful with one another, shouldn't we treat everyday like 
Christmas? Shouldn't we give without a  sense of want in return? Love 
unconditionally? Spend time with those we're close to?

So in the evenings as dusk fades into the night and sleep presents itself 
unto your body, think about what Christmas means to you. Is it about the new 
Kendra Scott necklace? The new NBA 2k17? Is it about fuzzy holiday socks 
and cocoa? Or is it about love, peace, giving, and unity? It's your life to live. You 
choose.

~Maggi

A WAY TO VIEW THE SEASON
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2Teams A
Ballin’

https://pixabay.com/en/photos/ba
sketball/

http://www.freestockphotos.biz/st
ockphoto/17382

The Latta Panthers have had a 
great season so far with a 
record of 6 wins and 2 losses. 
They started the season off 
against Dale, which was also 
their first loss of the season. The 
Panthers then took on the 
Vanoss Wolves for the first win 
of the season, the final score 
being 72-64. The next two 
games resulted in victories over 
Roff and local rival Byng. The 
Latta panthers have not lost to 
Byng in 5 years and is one of 
our favorite rivalries.  The final 
score ended up in a Panther 
win over the Pirates, 73-25. The 
Latta Panthers continued their 
winning streak as they took on 
Konawa. They then played in the 
Okemah tournament, First 
playing #18 in class 4A, John 
marshall, unfortunately the 
panthers lost. They did however 
recover themselves as they 
defeated Classen SAS and 
Okemah. They ended up 
winning Consolation in the 
highly competitive tournament. 
The Panthers are up to great 
things so far, Go Panthers!!!

The Latta Lady Panthers are 
improving with every game 
they play this season as they 
have a record of 6 wins and 
2 losses. The Lady Panthers 
fell short to the Dale Lady 
Pirates at the first game of 
the season. The Lady 
Panthers did however come 
back and win the next three 
games, one of those wins 
being against local rival, the 
Byng Lady Pirates. The win 
over Byng was well fought 
for.  They defeated the 
Pirates 37 -33. Then they 
received another W by 
beating Konawa. During the 
Okemah tournament the Lady 
Panthers placed 3rd by only 
losing to the Classen Lady 
Comets in a well fought game.  
They were able to defeat 
John Marshall and Byng, for 
a second time this year.  The 
Lady Panthers have a bright 
season ahead.  Go Lady 
Panthers!

On the Second Day of Christmas Latta Panthers Gave to me... 
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During the week of October 31st -- November 4th, Latta FFA joined a revolutionary project of kindness and 
love with their own special plans - the “Dude. Be Nice.” project. Brent Camalich, the CEO of DBN, states 
on their website (www.dudebenice.com) that the DBN project is a “platform to inspire people to build a 
positive community by recognizing a person or group in a fun, creative and meaningful way.” Latta most 
certainly took this statement above and beyond to make a very dear staff member at Latta High School 
feel the appreciation he deserved.

Before the official Latta DBN Week began, many of the Latta FFA members spent hours upon 
hours creating over 30 signs to hang on every open space in their high school and elementary school that 
they could. They used these signs to spread clear messages of positivity, with bright colors and quotes 
such as, “Throw Happiness around like Confetti” and “Wake up and Be Happy.” These signs introduced 
DBN week on Monday, October 31st, as students and staff alike began to build excitement for the 
upcoming rally on Friday.

Latta FFA Officers and Agricultural Instructor Seth Reeves selected a phone call to Randy, 
claiming that a student was stuck in a bleacher chair (one wasn’t) and we couldn’t go on with our rally 
without him. The second Randy walked through those gym doors and onto the court, the whole auditorium 
went crazy. Randy’s name was chanted so loud the floor shook, his boys ran to him and tackled him with a 
bear hug, and Mr. Reeves stepped forward to explain what was going on. Randy was escorted to a chair in 
the middle of the gym and was presented with over $1,100 worth of gifts, from all organizations, relating to 
his love for hunting. Latta FFA presented him with a guided hog hunt. Randy was overwhelmed with the 
outpour of love and appreciation he was shown that day, and ever since, there has been a lingering 
atmosphere of both gratitude for all that do their part to serve the Latta community and excitement for the 
years of DBN projects to come. 

Watch Latta’s DBN project at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BRiHnOccx4 and check out 
the DBN platform at https://www.dudebenice.com/pages/dbnproject. 

Latta 
FFA 

Dude Be 
Nice 

Week  

On the Third Day of Christmas Latta Panthers Gave to me... 

 
Letters a Workin’
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Makeup Looks A 
Sleighin’

On the Fourth Day of Christmas Latta Panthers Gave to me.. 

4
Classic Red Lips

Red Lips will go with almost 
any makeup look or outfit 
you’re wearing! They’re 
elegant, and are a class bold 
look. Plus, it matches the 
whole Christmas theme, who 
doesn’t love that? 

http://www.icon2s.com/30389/love-a
nd-breakup-icons/mouth-red-lips-icon
/

http://www.clipartkid.com/clip-art-bor
ders-holiday-gift-cliparts/

http://www.clipartkid.com/christmas-p
resent-cliparts/

http://www.clipartkid.com/candy-cane
-reindeer-cliparts/
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Dramatic Contour
It’s the holidays! So, garb your 
contour brush and get to it! 
Whether you’re trying to 
impress the family at home, or 
going out, a countoured look 
will give your face the perfect 
amount of shape.

Crazy Eyeshadow! 

Decorative Eyeliner 

- Devin

Draw attention to your eyes, 
Use green, red, gold, and all 
the Christmas colors! Make 
sure your eyes are glammed 
up for the holiday. There are no 
limits, just have fun and it’ll 
look great! 

We’ve all seen the Christmas 
makeup tutorials with the candy 
cane or Christmas tree eyeliner. 
Why not give it a try! You could go 
for a totally crazy fun look, or even 
create an everyday look with red 
and white eyeliner! Who knows, 
grab those crazy colors and get to 
experimenting,
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On the Fifth Day of Christmas Latta Panthers Gave to me... 
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5 Years   By Casandra
They had met exactly 5 years ago today. 

They had been at some convention and the two of them were staying in the same hotel. Lucas had been going back down to 
the front desk, to get a new key.

It wasn’t his fault that he lost the key, alright. Granted, he had just been given it minutes ago, but it was totally not his fault.

Lucas had been really annoyed with how his day had been going. 

He just wanted to get downstairs, get his key, and go back to his room so he could go to bed and mentally prepare for the 
meetup he had scheduled the next day. 

Lucas pushed the first floor button on the elevator, and saw the doors close in front of him. Lucas has an active imagination, 
he always is coming up with things inside his head. So whenever the elevator dinged on the 4th floor Lucas imagined a tall, 
brunette, and attractive person to step through the doors. 

As the doors finally opened, the woman Lucas would later know to be Dakota Cardona, walked through.

Dakota was incredibly short and barely came up to his chest, but well… two out of three isn’t bad.  

Lucas spent most of the ride staring at Dakota and she stood in near silence, only actually making a noise when the elevator 
stopped. ...In the middle of one of the floors with a jolt. 

“Are you kidding me...” Lucas mumbled more to himself than anyone else as the elevator halted with a violent shake. 

Dakota couldn’t help the opportunity to be a smart aleck, so she immediately responded. “No, I’m Dakota.” 

Lucas was out of words, not even sure how to respond to that. “That may be... the worst joke that I’ve ever heard in my entire 
life.” 

The two exchanged similar jokes for the entire hour they were trapped in the elevator, making the best out of the situation as 
they possibly could.

At one point, Lucas told her why he was heading downstairs, only for Dakota to point out that Lucas’ keycard was in his back 
pocket.

“Is there any specific reason you were staring there?” Lucas asked snarkily, pulling the offending piece of plastic out of his 
pocket to examine it. 

“...No.” 

It wasn’t more than a few minutes later that a firewoman discovered the two in the elevator.

Dakota went into a broad explanation, her cheeks burning red, about how she was bravely saving Lucas’ life by giving him 
mouth to mouth.



She didn’t buy it, but she also didn’t ask any questions, so Dakota considered that a win. 

Their relationship blossomed from there. 
----------

Fast forward about a year and Dakota was packing all of her stuff and moving into Lucas’ apartment with him. 

The duo ended up getting in an argument that night about which player one was going to be. You see, the real issue with 
getting into a relationship with another person who plays video games, is that you both knew that being player one was 
always better than being player two.

 They, of course, had gotten into arguments about this in the past, but it always ended with “It’s my house, I get to be 
player one, now sit back down and play as Luigi.” 

Now that they lived in the same house, it wasn’t possible to end it with that anymore. 

“I swear, Lucas. I’m gonna walk out that door right there.” Dakota accentuated her words with jabs to the door. “If you 
make me be player 2.” 

This argument had been going on for roughly 30 minutes now. 

“PLAYER 2 IS THE WORST AND YOU KNOW IT, DAKOTA.” Lucas’ voice rose again, continuing the calm and mannerly 
discussion like only an adult named Lucas Wilson would. 

When Dakota moved to stand up, Lucas begrudgingly grabbed player two’s controller and threw player one into Dakota’s 
lap. 

“You’re a jerk.” Lucas declares as he starts up the map. 

Dakota scoffed. “Right back at you.” 

Lucas rolled his eyes and grumbled under his breath. “I love you.” 

“I love you too.”
----------

Fast forward another year and the duo were making dinner together. They normally went out to eat or had something 
delivered… But today Lucas was feeling adventurous, the pink fluffy apron that Dakota had bought for him (After making a 
very teasing comment about how domesticated Lucas was turning) had been staring at him from the closet. 

So, sue him, Lucas was making breakfast at 8:00 pm because he didn’t really know how to make much else. 

To be fair, neither did Dakota. 

Cracking an egg on the skillet, Lucas began humming a tune quietly to himself.

“Taylor Swift, really?” Dakota said, recognizing the tune immediately. 

Lucas began humming it louder in defiance. 

“Lucas, please.” 

Opening his mouth, Lucas began to sing. He didn’t even know all of the lyrics, but he was gonna repeat the ones that he 
did know until he drove Dakota crazy. 

“Lucas, I swear.” Dakota took a pinch the flour that she was using to create her pancakes and flicked a small amount 
towards Lucas’ face, effectively silencing him with a gasp.
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Dakota’s head burrows further into Lucas’ chest when Lucas moves his leg in a position that’ll hopefully wake it up.

“Stop fidgeting.” Dakota mumbles. 

Lucas considers making a comment, being a smart aleck in some way, but his tongue grows dry at the thought of ruining 
this perfect moment. 

Lucas thinks about what to say, he’s always been one to speak his mind and there’s only one thing that’s been popping up 
in his mind lately. “Marry me?” 

Dakota doesn’t even seem thrown back by this surprise statement, not even moving an inch from quite possibly the most 
comfortable position in the entire world. “In the morning, Romeo.”

Lucas’ lips purse themselves as he runs that over in his mind. “Does that make you my Juliet then?” 

“You know they both died, right? Not very romantic.” Dakota rolled her eyes. “Now shut up and go to sleep.” 
----------

Time passes quickly, and before Lucas knows it, it’s their 5th year anniversary. 

Lucas just wished he weren’t spending it alone. 

Pulling out his phone, Lucas looked at the conversation that the two had shared on his phone, the conversation full of his 
messages with no replies from Dakota. 

Lucas pushed the button to call and, just like he expected, it went straight to voicemail. 

The voicemail was full, but Lucas spoke anyway. 

He knew that Dakota wouldn’t hear it, but he felt the need to just say it out loud. 

“I thought I could manage.” Lucas’ took a deep breath to steady himself. “I can’t.” His voice broke and he could barely 
continue. “I’m sorry.”  Lucas pulls the phone away from his ear and he ends with a shaky goodbye.

Lucas sat in silence for a few minutes, contemplating everything that he’d been through and he tried to convince himself 
that he’d be able to move on. 

He was lying to himself, that was something that he knew for certain. 

So instead of focusing on the negative, Lucas focused on the positive. 

A deep breath and he was meeting Dakota in the elevator again. 

Another, he was helping Dakota move into his house.

Another, the two ruining the kitchen with their antics. 

Another, Lucas watching Dakota fall in love with Ein when he handed her over to her. 

Another, Lucas cuddling with Dakota and asking finally asking her to marry him. 

Lucas’ phone beeps, effectively breaking the silence.

Lucas’ eyes light up when he sees who it is.

Another, Dakota forgiving him. 
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Lucas’ turned toward Dakota, his eyes burning with an intensity that would be frightening if Dakota didn’t trust him. 
“How. Dare. You.” Lucas said in mock anger, over enunciating each word.

Lucas grabbed an egg from the tray and smashed it over Dakota’s head.

That was it. 

It turned into an all-out war from there, nothing was sacred as the two flung food at one another. 

The fire alarm put an end to their war as the finally realized that the eggs were currently on fire. 

Dakota and Lucas both rushed to the aid of the burning eggs and Lucas put out the eggs while Dakota went to fan the 
fire alarm to make it shut up. 

Their neighbors didn’t need another reason to hate them.

The kitchen was ruined, but, after several minutes, they put the fire out and silenced the alarm.

Dakota looked towards Lucas as they surveyed the damage.

“Takeout?”

“Takeout.” 
----------

“Lucas we are not getting a dog.” Another year, another grumpy Dakota. 

Lucas gave Dakota his best puppy dog eyes as the small corgi he held did the same. “Her names’ Ein, Dakota.” 

Dakota looked into the small puppy’s eyes. “...No.” She was more hesitant this time, but they did not need a dog. Her cat 
would not like it very much if they showed up with a random puppy. 

“She’ll get along with Mr. Meowgi, I swear. They’ll be best friends.” Lucas announced, Ein squirmed in his hands, almost 
as if she were confirming this to be true. “Just hold her for a second.”

Dakota rolled her eyes, sighing loudly as she held her arms out, waiting to receive the small furry creature. 

Lucas plopped Ein down into Dakota’s arms and the puppy went to work licking every inch of skin that Dakota had made 
available on her face. “See! She likes you, Dakota!” Lucas exclaimed loudly.

It was only after a few minutes of holding Ein that Dakota softened visibly, which was amazing, because it took about .03 
seconds of Lucas just looking at her for his heart to soften. 

“Alright, maybe she isn’t so bad…” Dakota admitted, feeling very maternal for Ein now that the corgi had fallen asleep in 
her arms. 

Dakota carried her out of the store, declaring that if she handed the dog over to Lucas that she would wake up and she 
just wanted the poor creature to sleep. Really. 

----------
Another blink of the eye and it’s their fourth year anniversary. 

It’s surprisingly calm between the two, they’re sitting comfortably on the couch with TV playing in the background.

Nothing to fight about, just the two enjoying the other’s company. 
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On the Sixth Day of Christmas Latta Panthers Gave to me... 

Opening 1 present on 
Christmas Eve

Looking at 
Christmas Lights 

Watching Christmas
Movies

Spending Time 
with Family and 

Friends

Playing Football

Watching and attending 
Christmas Parades 



7 Foods a 
Cookin’

On the Seventh Day of Christmas Latta Panthers Gave to me... 
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Reindeer 
Pancakes

Puppy Chow
Peanut 
Brittle

Oreo Balls

Chimney With 
Santa Hat

Christmas Tree 
Brownies

Gingerbread 
Men

According to a survey these are the top food or snacks 
that the Latta Panthers enjoy creating.  

- Neveah
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1/
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g/wikipedia/fi/thumb/7/72/The_Tay
lor_Swift_Holiday_Collection.png/
250px-The_Taylor_Swift_Holiday_
Collection.png&imgrefurl=https://fi.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Sounds_of_the_
Season:_The_Taylor_Swift_Holida
y_Collection&h=250&w=250&tbnid
=V88pIvz-jLoPqM:&vet=1&tbnh=1
60&tbnw=160&docid=unTwlgR9Q
RIOjM&itg=1&usg=__IEwBnG0JW
mY7AIyVatoekDQw8Zg=&sa=X&v
ed=0ahUKEwiKwNuk6tDQAhUpx
oMKHRfBCLUQ_B0IdDAK

https://www.google.com/imgres?im
gurl=http://a5.mzstatic.com/nz/r30/
Music6/v4/25/50/c6/2550c6e9-2180
-2639-63c9-836b1521a6ae/cover60
0x600.jpeg&imgrefurl=http://itunes
m4a.net/pentatonix-thats-christmas
-to-me-deluxe-edition/&h=600&w=6
00&tbnid=Eex7bqZDc6G-YM:&vet=
1&tbnh=160&tbnw=160&docid=qB
Py-30fyDfuwM&itg=1&usg=__TRm
TwlAmeTn830TEp9R2R9VeZLw=&
sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjzk5yRptPQA
hWms1QKHW1HA8QQ_B0IdDAK

1.      Justin Bieber: 
Under the Mistletoe

2.     Mariah Carey: 
Merry Christmas

3.     Michael Buble`: 
        Christmas

4.    Ariana Grande: 
       Christmas and Chill

5.    Christina Aguilera: 
My Kind of Christmas

6.    Blake Shelton: 
Cheers, It’s Christmas

7.    Taylor Swift: 
Sounds of the Season

8.    Pentatonix: 
That’s Christmas to Me

On the Eighth Day of Christmas Latta Panthers Gave to 
me.. 

8
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- Nevaeh



On the Ninth Day of Christmas Latta Panthers Gave to me... 
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- Sarah
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Apple Watch

iPhone 7
Phantom 4



10 Lights a 
Shinin’

On the Tenth Day of Christmas Latta Panthers Gave to me... 
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Holiday in the 
Park - Lawton

Philbrook Festival - 
Tulsa

Christmas in 
the Park - Yukon Rhema 

Christmas Lights 
- Broken Arrow

Castle Christmas - 
Muskogee

Lights on the 
Island - PoteauArdmore Festival of 

Lights - Ardmore

Downtown in 
December -      
Oklahoma City

Fantasyland 
of Lights - 
Bartlesville 

Crystal 
Christmas-

Woodard

In

Oklahoma!



Artists Drawin’1 1
On the Eleventh Day of Christmas Latta Panthers Gave to me... 
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There is never a time where Mrs. Salter’s art class is 
not filled with thrilling projects. Of course we have 
much more than 11 artists, we actually have close to 
50.  Throughout the first semester, students have been 
busy working with various mediums and activities. 
Everyone has advanced in their artistic ability using 
pencil, charcoal, pen & ink, and acrylic paint. Projects 
include zentangle, value changes, and animal 
sketches. For many weeks, a number of  students have 
painted high contrast black and white portraits of the 
senior athletes. To view these excellent art pieces, 
check them out in the Fieldhouse during a game!

      -Sarah



12 Cheerleaders a Cheerin’
On the Twelfth Day of Christmas Latta Panthers Gave to me... 

 
Bailee- Senior base
Sage- Senior and a base
Hanah- Senior Base & Flyer
Morgan- Junior Backspot
Kate-Junior Backspot
Paige- Junior Base
Jaylee- Freshman Flyer
Kinsey- Freshman Base
Emma -Freshman Base
Ashton- Freshman Flyer
Sydni - Freshman Flyer
Hannah- Sophomore Backspot
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With basketball season upon 
us, the Latta cheerleaders are 
very busy. From making signs 

to cheering, all to help 
promote school spirit.   We 

have twelve amazing 
cheerleaders that work very 

hard to promote school spirit 
in as many ways as possible.  

Hanah -Senior
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Jaylee
TraVante’

Nevaeh
Sarah Devin
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